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Abstract

The resurfacing interest in the New International Economic Order (NIEO) is mainly driven by the ambition of regaining a sense for past possibilities in order to question the present and to open up different futures. This ambition resonates with the core of critical thinking which pushes toward an appreciation of contingencies. What was possible? When approaching this question, however, historical inquiries must not overstate the possibilities of different action at the expense of determining structures. More specifically, they need to deal with the low degree of institutionalized politics on the international plane. And they need to counter a tendency toward excess nostalgia for that which was not. More than anything else, the history of the NIEO testifies to the great difficulties in turning claims about contingency into compelling narratives. Another way of approaching the NIEO, however, does not place actual possibilities at its centre, but unrealized potentials.
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1 Introduction

The resurgent interest in the New International Economic Order (NIEO) is mainly driven by ambitions of reinstating a sense for possibilities of the past so as to reconsider the present and to open up different futures.1 Introducing a recent special issue on the NIEO, Nils Gilman thus writes that it is ‘crucial ... to appreciate the contingency of the events and decisions that took place’.2 Gilman further writes that ‘[r]eappreciating the seriousness with which the NIEO was regarded in its time, not least by its fervent opponents, can help us to reopen the possibility space of contemporary geopolitics’.3 These ambitions resonate with a core feature of critical thinking, which is to change the modality of law from necessity to possibility.4 It is a closely related calling for international legal histories to show that the course of international law could have taken different turns. But all too often it seems that the contingency of legal developments—the possibility of something different—remains a mere assertion which is only sustained by a reminder of those past moments of contestation that have since been glossed over. Yet, recalling moments of contestation is not the same as arguing that past debates could have been closed down differently, that the course of international law could have taken different turns. The writing of international law’s histories should turn assertions of contingency into compelling narratives.5 What else was possible?

On this account, I will argue, a renewed appreciation of the NIEO turns out to be disappointing. More than anything else, the history of the NIEO serves as an illustration of how difficult it is to tell a compelling story on how things

---


3 Ibid., 11.


could have turned out differently. For example, Gilman and others have noted that the NIEO would have achieved greater success if relevant actors had made different choices. But could they have made such choices? Under which conditions and with which consequences? Historical inquiry also carries the chore of helping to understand why something happened the way it did. It must not place excessive emphasis on the possibilities of action, nor be imbued by excess nostalgia for that which was not. In short, a quest to regain a sense for possibilities of the past must not proclaim false contingencies.

There is another way of looking at the possibilities of the past, not as a claim about possible developments, but as a recognition of unrealized potentials. On this reading, the return to the NIEO is not an expression of nostalgia but, I will suggest, evidence of its normative surplus. Albeit limited in its success at its time, the NIEO left its mark on discursive structures. Remembering the NIEO keeps alive the actual experience of a much wider, deeper, and more inspired debate about international economic governance and how it could be imagined differently.

While aiming to contribute to the debates about the NIEO, my argument connects to wider methodological challenges in the writing of international legal histories, perhaps the main challenge at present: contextualizing the law can show its contingency and unsettle its pretention to a timeless rationality. But at the same time, critical legal histories must also recognize that debates about law cannot be reduced to their context alone. There must be something that breaks and escapes the context. There is no such thing as the context, it

---


does not have clear borders in space or time. We could say that it was highly unlikely that the demands of the NIEO would have achieved greater success in the 1970s. But establishing its limited success in the past disregards the potential that it retains in the present and for any future.

I will proceed as follows: I will first situate my argument within debates about the callings of history, and of international legal history in particular. I will thereby argue for a duality of critical historical inquiry, which always strives to unsettle claims to necessity in order to expose contingency while, at the same time, it aims at understanding why something happened the way it did (Section 2.1). I will then discuss more generally what it may mean that something was possible, rather than necessary or impossible, arguing that those distinctions should not be understood as natural properties of a specific historical instance, let alone of historical developments generally. They are the products of writing and thinking about the past (Section 2.2). With regard to international legal history, and the history of the NIEO in particular, I then draw attention to three specific obstacles when trying to regain a sense of past possibilities. Such attempts risk exaggerating the possibilities of different action at the expense of determining structures, they struggle with international law’s low degree of institutionalized politics to induce legal change, and they tend to be imbued with excess nostalgia (Section 2.3).

Turning to the histories of the NIEO, I will briefly summarize the resurging attention that the NIEO has received and the main reasons that have sustained this attention (Section 3.1). Diving into the NIEO then is indeed a liberating and uplifting experience that exposes how pale and uninspired most of the debates about international economic governance have been more recently, at least in the standard political fora where the language of neo-liberalism brushed aside meaningful opposition. There was an upward momentum in the 1960s and early 1970s that may also inspire the present as well as a different future (Section 3.2). But this experience should not distract from the determining factors that closed down the debates in a way that mostly failed the NIEO. Developing countries’ assertive push for the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States (CERDS) led to confrontation and countermoves on the part of developed states. Developing countries’ momentarily strong and unified position started to unravel due to defections, diverging interests, and changing conceptions of economic development (Section 3.3).

Against the background of this reading of the NIEO, I then approach the question of what else could have happened with the help of the diplomatic exchanges at the time, especially as they presented themselves to the Dutch government. The view of the Dutch government recommends itself because after 1973 it was exceptionally sympathetic towards the programme of the NIEO. When voting on the CERDS, it was the only country of the European Economic Community to abstain, rather than to vote against the Charter. This abstention reflects the limitations of how far the Dutch government was willing to go. But its sympathy was genuine and recommends its perspective for gauging what was possible, and what was not. More than anything else, this renewed appreciation of the NIEO testifies to the difficulties in turning claims of contingency into a compelling narrative (Section 4).

I will finally contrast this sobering reading of the possibilities of the past with an appreciation of its unrealized potential. Rather than nostalgia for a past that did not happen, the renewed interest in the NIEO is an expression of its normative surplus. Not the possibility of a different course of international legal developments is key, but the potentiality of the past discourse that continues to be felt in the present (Section 5).

2 Possibilities of the Past

2.1 The Callings of (International Legal) History

Trying to understand the past in terms of its own possibilities and not as a mere prelude to the present may well be the defining sensibility of historical inquiry.11 As the eminent Dutch historian Johan Huizinga wrote, a historian ‘must constantly put himself at a point in the past at which the known factors will seem to permit different outcomes’12. This is what distinguishes the historian from the social scientist who, according to Huizinga, ‘deals with his material as if the outcome were given in the known facts: he simply searches the way in which the result was already determined in the facts’.13 Social scientific inquiry tends to abstract from singular events and from concrete contexts in order to focus on overall regularities instead.14 Even if historical debate may also be

13 Ibid.
about causal relationships or, better, determining factors, it is less interested in general laws of society and maintains a good degree of scepticism about their very existence. It zooms in on specific contexts and is mainly concerned with the judgments of concrete possibilities.\textsuperscript{15}

At the same time, historical writing certainly does not want to produce mere chronologies of events. It wants to tell stories and such stories then include arguments, if not unarticulated assumptions, about why something has happened—why the course of international law took one way rather than another. The terrains of historical and social scientific inquiry thus overlap, even if their sensibilities differ.\textsuperscript{16} The ‘historian’s noble dream’, in Thomas Nipperdey’s words, is one of giving an open future back to the past.\textsuperscript{17}

Patrick Boucheron recently affirmed in his inaugural lecture that historical inquiry’s great potential lies precisely in reinstating the futures that were never realized.\textsuperscript{18} Boucheron echoes Michel Foucault’s genealogical mode of inquiry that wants to unsettle the foundation on which the present purports to be built, to reveal its contradictions, its malleability, and, above all, its contingency.\textsuperscript{19} Foucault’s work has made clear that such a practice of reinstating the possibilities of the past is to be understood as an intervention into the present.\textsuperscript{20} It is the received memory and the conventional histories in the present that fail to remember the openness of the past, and that ought to change so as to open up different futures.\textsuperscript{21}

In large parts of legal historiography this approach has itself become rather conventional. The prevailing approach is one that historicizes law in order to

\textsuperscript{15} Nijhuis, Ton. ‘Geschiedenis, Toeval en Contingentie’. In Toeval, eds. Suzette Haakma and Etienne Lemmens (Utrecht: Studium Generale, 2003), 49–72, 68.
\textsuperscript{16} Of course, there are strands within both historical and social scientific scholarship that question or deliberately cross this divide. See the discussion in Sewell, Logics of History 2005 (n. 14), 1–21. See also Fioretos, Orfeo. ‘Historical Institutionalism in International Relations’. International Organization 65 (2011) 367–399; Tucker, Aviezer. A Companion to the Philosophy of History and Historiography (Chichester: Blackwell, 2009), 98–108.
\textsuperscript{17} Nipperdey, ‘Kann Geschichte objektiv sein?’ 1986 (n. 11), 232.
\textsuperscript{18} Boucheron, Patrick. Ce Que Peut L’histoire (Paris: Fayard, 2016).
\textsuperscript{21} This is worked out nicely in a reading of Georg Büchner’s Dantons Tod [Danton’s Death] by Bennett, Michael Y. Narrating the Past through Theatre: Four Crucial Texts (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 22–36.
'pull down, to render contingent, and to politicize'. In the wake of Robert Gordon's seminal 1984 article, critical legal history has become a well-received mode of inquiry. It is also clear that it has gained ground at the loss of specificity. Gordon's 1997 definition of critical legal history hardly excludes anything: I would say it is any approach to the past that produces disturbances in the field—that inverts or scrambles familiar narratives of stasis, recovery, or progress; anything that advances rival perspectives (such as those of the losers rather than the winners) for surveying developments, or that posits alternative trajectories that might have produced a very different present—in short any approach that unsettles the familiar strategies that we use to tame the past in order to normalize the present.

Critical legal histories, especially of US law, have arguably succeeded in revealing the possibilities of the past to such an extent that the recognition of contingency has become trite. Interjections have instead become louder to step back and to reconsider what’s next. Histories of international law, as is the case for other domains of law, are at a different place. Critical historical work is well under way, but the production of contingency still has a large terrain to cover, especially if it takes seriously the task of turning the assertion of contingency into a convincing narrative.

Rich methodological reflection and debate have flanked the critical historical work that is now well under way in international law. This includes


25 Tomlins, ‘Be Operational, or Disappear’ 2016 (n. 22).

26 See, by comparison, the discussion in Salaymeh, Lena. The Beginnings of Islamic Law: Late Antique Islamicate Legal Traditions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 3. I thank Chris Tomlins for this point and reference.

the specific point of thinking about international law’s development as contingent. As Martti Koskenniemi has put it, critique ‘seeks to highlight the contingency and contestability of global institutions and their redistributive consequences’. But it must also take seriously the next step of trying to understand why one possibility rather than another was realized. Otherwise accounts of contingency remain false, as Susan Marks has argued. The question of how international law could have been otherwise thus involves this duality of historical inquiry: it wishes to show contingency and must simultaneously gain an understanding of why something happened the way it did. These are two sides of the same coin, really.

2.2 What is Possible?

Huizinga continued his take on the task of historians by claiming that ‘[o]nly by continually recognizing that possibilities are unlimited can the historian do justice to the fullness of life’. His claim is directed against explanations of the past out of the knowledge of the present, and as such it has purchase. But


29 Understanding why something has happened also always includes an understanding of why something else did not happen. Conversely, trying to understand what else could have happened thus helps understanding the reasons for what actually happened. See Tucker, Aviezer. Our Knowledge of the Past (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 226; Nijhuis, ‘Geschiedenis’ 2003 (n. 15), 56–57. Also for Christopher Tomlins ‘Legal history fulfills its responsibility by undertaking a dual task, of recovery and rejection—the recovery of memory and right, the rejection of regimes of interpellation’. While embedded in a different argument, the ideas is similar and combines the recovery of what was with a rejection of its positioning as a certain foundation. Tomlins, ‘Be Operational, or Disappear’ 2016 (n. 22), 2.

it cannot be quite right. Some things are impossible, and others next to necessary. Not recognizing the limits of what is possible risks losing a critical sense for why some things happen rather than others. Ascribing developments to the working of chance alone prevents any critical understanding of why something has happened, and it avoids questions of responsibility for anything.\footnote{Compare the view of Raymond Aron, who held that ‘le fait historique est, par essence, irréductible à l’ordre: le hasard est le fondement de l’histoire’. Quoted in Nijhuis, ‘Geschiedenis’ 2003 (n. 15), 50.}

Necessity and impossibility are not natural attributes of historical developments either, certainly not when we inquire into the development of social phenomena such as law. Few authors have made that argument with such clarity and verve as Max Horkheimer in his distinction between traditional and critical theory.\footnote{Horkheimer, Max. ‘Traditional and Critical Theory’. In Critical Theory: Selected Essays (New York: Continuum, 2002), 188–232, 230–231. See also Tomlins, Christopher. ‘After Critical Legal History: Scope, Scale, Structure’. Annual Review of Law and Social Science 8 (2012), 31–68, 36: ‘Notwithstanding frequent claims for the contingency of the moments that critical legal historians study, the softness of existing structures, their “perpetual malleability”, the empirical lesson that Witt and Goluboff impart is that contingency is not a given property of history’, with reference to Gordon, Robert W. ‘The past as authority and as social critic: stabilizing and destabilizing functions of history in legal argument’. In The Historic Turn in the Human Sciences, ed. Terrence J. McDonald (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996), 339–378, 364; Witt, John, F. The Accidental Republic: Crippled Workingmen, Destitute Widows, and the Remaking of American Law (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004); Goluboff, Risa L. The Lost Promise of Civil Rights (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007).} What is (im)possible depends on the state of beliefs of historical actors and, in retrospect, on historical judgment.\footnote{See also Koskenniemi, ‘Histories of International Law’ 2013 (n. 9), 230–231.} This posture does not render everything possible. There were limitations on what actors have believed in the past and there are argumentative constraints in the present of what to make of that past.\footnote{For Niklas Luhmann the whole idea of social structures is built around their function of dividing the possible from the impossible, Luhmann, Niklas. Kontingenz und Recht (Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2013), 47–61. See also Salaymeh, The Beginnings of Islamic Law 2016 (n. 26), 15–16.}

These are the parameters within which critical legal histories need to turn claims of contingency into compelling narratives.

Historical inquiry is, in fact, mainly about judgments of possibility. Placing his argument between thinking in terms of necessity and pure chance, Isaiah Berlin wrote that

no one will wish to deny that we do often argue about the best among the possible courses of action open to human beings in the present and

\[\text{\footnotesize \text{\ldots}}\]
past and future, in fiction and in dreams; that historians ... do attempt to establish, as well as they are able, what these possibilities are.36

Such historical judgment, Berlin continued, ‘consists precisely in the placing of what occurred (or might occur) in the context of what could have happened (or could happen) and in the demarcation of this from what could not; that this is what ... the sense of history, in the end, comes to’.37

Could actors at the time have carried parts of the NIEO to greater fruition? John White, who was sceptical of the NIEO, and Richard Falk, who was sympathetic towards it, both see the main reason for the NIEO’s failure in mistaken strategic choices of the Group of 77, suggesting that different choices could have ensured the NIEO’s considerable success.38 Gilman likewise writes that ‘had different choices been exercised, we might have gotten a strikingly different future’.39 But could such choices have been exercised? Many compelling accounts of how the debates of the NIEO were closed down look at structural factors, especially the increasingly dominant ways of neo-liberal thinking.40 It is difficult to see plausible alternatives within these structures of discourse, thinking, and thus action.

If nothing else, these difficulties underscore once more that contingency cannot be claimed easily but must be shown to exist in concrete instances. It must be produced, not the least through historical work. In the process of this production, the writing of international legal histories is confronted with three more specific challenges that I will illustrate with reference to the NIEO: it risks overemphasizing the possibilities of action, struggles with international law’s low degree of institutionalized politics to induce legal change, and tends to be imbued by excess nostalgia.

2.3 Action, International Legal Change, and Nostalgia
In debates about the sense and nonsense of writing counterfactual histories, one of the main points of critique has been that they place too much

37 Ibid.
emphasis on the possibilities of choice and different action. Such histories arguably adopt questionable views of history in which great men make history, and could have made history differently.\footnote{Ben-Menahem, Yemima. ‘Historical Necessity and Contingency’. In A Companion to the Philosophy of History and Historiography, ed. Aviezer Tucker (Chichester: Blackwell, 2009), 120–130; Evans, Richard J. Altered Pasts: Counterfactuals in History (New York: Little, Brown, 2014).} In his controversial volume, Niall Ferguson for instance sees counterfactual histories as a ‘necessary antidote’ to scholarship that makes too much of what has in fact happened.\footnote{Ferguson, Niall. ‘Virtual History: Towards a “chaotic” theory of the past’. In Virtual History: Alternatives and Counterfactuals, ed. Niall Ferguson (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 1, 89.} He sets out in a questionable feud against materialist, especially Marxist, accounts of historical developments that, in his view, leave no room for historical actors and the choices they make.\footnote{Ibid.} In response, he withdraws from any considerations of contextual constraints and comes close to suggesting that the world lends to the great men’s will.\footnote{See in detail, Venzke, Ingo. ‘What If? Counterfactual (Hi)Stories of International Law’. Asian Journal of International Law 7 (2017), forthcoming.} That is not the way to go. I continue to hold with Marx (not Ferguson’s Marx), who wrote that ‘[m]en make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past’.\footnote{Marx, Karl. The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1934), 10; also quoted in Marks, ‘False Contingency’ (n. 7), 1. It is a view that seems particularly fitting when approaching the NIEO; it is thus also quoted approvingly in Cox, Robert W. ‘Ideologies and the New International Economic Order: Reflections on Some Recent Literature’. International Organization 33 (1979), 257–302, 300.}

It is true, however, that possibilities in history are possibilities of different action.\footnote{Weber, Max. Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft (Paderborn: Voltmedia, 2006 [1922]) 650: ‘The mere change of external conditions is ... neither sufficient nor indispensable. Decisive is rather continuously novel action, which leads to semantic change of valid law or to the creation of new law.’ See also Nijhuis, ‘Geschiedenis’ 2003 (n. 15), 51; Sabel, Charles F. and Jonathan Zeitlin. ‘Stories, Strategies, Structures: Rethinking Historical Alternatives to Mass Production’. In World of Possibilities: Flexibility and Mass Production in Western Industrialization, eds. Charles F. Sabel and Jonathan Zeitlin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 1–33, 10–11.} Unless changes were subject to chance alone they require action and mobilization. For the history of international law, the possibilities of choice and different action tend to pose a specific problem that are connected to the dynamics of international lawmaking. There are two related angles in which this problem presents itself. From a first angle, international law stands under the spell of a great powers. It possibly changes in line with their choices, but
even they cannot readily make it as they please. From a second angle, which is more pertinent for gauging the prospects of the NIEO, the possibility of a different law through different action presupposes the possibility of the law’s politicization. Unlike other bodies of law, such as those enacted within constitutional democracies, international law is strikingly depoliticized in this sense. The NIEO shows that large majorities could not make international law through some kind of majoritarian politics. The received ways of making international law through consensual processes put developing countries at a disadvantage from the outset. Because consensus can hardly ever be achieved in the realm of politics where interests collide, developing countries pushed for majority resolutions of international organizations as the new, progressive sources of international law. But that is not where developments went. Instead, developed countries withdrew from political fora, to act via specialized institutions and via technical expertise instead. It is a different story of how powerful states themselves work around the consensus requirements. With a view to the NIEO, the key question remains how to think of the possibility of a different international law given that the received ways of international lawmaking deliberately shy away from considering possibilities of something like majoritarian legislation.

The risk of overestimating the possibilities of different action in a context that is weakly politicized adds to the travails of critique. What is more, the questions that are asked about international law’s past inevitably reflect concerns in the present. Following Hayden White,

---


48 See also Rajagopal, International Law from Below 2003 (n. 38), xii, drawing attention to the importance of social mobilization for legal transformation.


52 See, with further references, Koskenniemi, ‘Histories of International Law’ 2013 (n. 9), 229–231; Orford, Anne. ‘International Law and the Limits of History’. In The Law of
[w]e apprehend the past and the whole spectacle of history-in-general in terms of felt needs and aspirations that are ultimately personal, having to do with the ways we view our own positions in the ongoing social establishment, our hopes and fears for the future, and the image of the kind of humanity we would like to believe we represent.53

Turning to the history of international law remains embedded in present contexts. The inevitability of this condition does not lead to an abdication of responsibility to constantly reflect on the baggage and biases that are carried along.54 This is notably an essential part of historians’ training, much more so than for lawyers or legal scholars. The resurging interest in the history of the NIEO thus testifies to yet another risk: attempts to regain a sense for the possibilities of the past are vulnerable to being imbued by overflowing nostalgia for that which was not, and for the difference that an alternate course of events would have made. The return to the NIEO is not only sparked by discontent with the contemporary forms of international economic governance and the global distribution of wealth and power. It is also shaped by the belief that the present could have been much better, if only the NIEO had achieved greater success.55

---


3 Histories of the NIEO

3.1 Regaining a Sense of Possibility

In his introduction to a 2015 special issue on the NIEO, Nils Gilman explains that he seeks to respond to a paradox—the paradox, namely ‘how an entity that today has been nearly universally represented (insofar as it is represented at all) as an abject and inevitable failure had in its own moment seemed so entirely plausible to so many of both its proponents and enemies’. More than anything else, the special issue aspires to regain a sense of past possibilities to thereby question the present state of international economic law. In Gilman’s words, pursuing such a programme ‘helps denaturalize the inequalitarian global political economy which for three decades global authorities like the Economist magazine or the World Economic Forum have insisted is the only reasonably available historical possibility’. In other words, the programme is, quite rightly so, to work against the reification of social, economic, and legal relations by exposing different possibilities.

A renewed push for recognizing the possibilities of this part of international law’s past is a common thread in other more recent interventions. Still part of the same special issue, Tony Anghie laments that previous treatments of the NIEO have ‘obscured the scale of this initiative and the seriousness with which it was treated by states, international institutions, and scholars alike’. In a recent volume focused on the 1955 Conference of Bandung, Julio Faundez also notes that there was a window of opportunity within the strictures of the Cold War during the times of the NIEO and that it would be a mistake to attribute the NIEO’s failure to the supposed radicalization of developing countries alone—there was a real opportunity for a different course of action, he argues.

In the remainder of this section 3, I will revisit the history of the NIEO and the historical writing about it. Given that the NIEO was an enormous, multifaceted project, I cannot do justice to all of its dimensions. I will

57 Ibid., n.
58 On both the problem and the remedy see also Honneth, Axel. Die Idee des Sozialismus (Berlin: Suhrkamp, 2016), 19–20.
61 For an overview of the breadth of the debates in both practice and academia see Cox, ‘Ideologies’ 1979 (n. 45).
show that the strong upward momentum of developing countries’ demands in the 1960s does instil a sense of possibility. The breadth, depth, and importance of the debates indeed tend to be glossed over all too easily in international law’s prevailing memory (Section 3.2). At the same time, it is truly difficult to carve out the possibility of a different outcome in face of the determining factors that limited the NIEO’s success (Section 3.3).

### 3.2 Upward Momentum: The Power of New Ideas and Material Prowess

A dive into the debates of the 1960s and early 1970s on the prospects of a New International Economic Order (NIEO) may well give the impression that significant change in the economic relations between states was imminent. The Non-Aligned Movement gained considerable momentum after the Conference of Bandung and provided a platform for towering figures such as Josep Tito from Yugoslavia, Jawaharlal Nehru from India, Gamal Abdel Nasser from Egypt, Sukarno from Indonesia and Kwame Nk Turner from Ghana. Newly independent and non-aligned states started to show the power of their numbers in plenary organs of the United Nations (UN). Among other things, in 1962 they passed the Resolution on the Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources (PSNR) and, in the same year, a resolution that established the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in spite of Western countries’ opposition.

UNCTAD’s first meeting in Geneva in 1964 led to a new chapter on ‘Trade and Development’ in the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT), recognizing for the first time that developing countries may receive benefits on a non-reciprocal basis. As concerns the institutional set-up of UNCTAD, developing

---


65 In 1971 the GATT developed this principle into the General System of Preferences (GSP) and eventually administered it under the so-called Enabling Clause (i.e. enabling discrimination in favour of developing countries). See Faundez, ‘Between Bandung and Doha’ 2017 (n. 60), 13.
countries ultimately forced a vote to decide that it be given an independent status with its own staff and budget, neither squeezed into the existing structures of the UN Secretariat in New York, nor attached to the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).66

The G77, the coalition of developing countries, was also set up during that first meeting of UNCTAD.67 In October 1967, Algerian President Houari Boumediene then hosted the first Ministerial Meeting of the G77.68 The meeting showed a remarkable sense of unity and drive that took most Western diplomats by surprise as they did not have the G77 on the radar as a serious political force.69 Developing countries of the G77, on the contrary, rallied behind the Charter of Algiers, which crisply exposed the skewed global economic relations and loudly pushed for change.70

The political momentum was paralleled with a renewal in economic thinking. UNCTAD was an important breeding ground for both. The Argentinian economist Raúl Prebisch provided many of the ideas that supported efforts to rethink global economic relations, first as a head of the Economic Commission for Latin America, which provided work on economic relations between developing and developed countries, and then as founding Secretary General of UNCTAD. Together with Hans W. Singer, Prebisch argued that, absent regulatory intervention, developing countries are bound to lose from liberalized trade over time.71

Developing countries identified four main issues that required change and that dominated the debates leading up to the programme of the NIEO: first, the nationalization of natural resources, which I adopt as the key issue for my

66 Rajagopal, International Law from Below 2003 (n. 38), 85.
67 Joint Declaration of the Seventy-Seven Countries', issued at UNCTAD on 15 June 1964. Available at: http://www.g77.org.
69 Toye, John. ‘Assessing the G77: 50 Years After UNCTAD and 40 Years After the NIEO’. Third World Quarterly 35 (2014), 1759–1774, 1765: ‘the steep rise in oil prices did not fracture G77 unity ... even though the majority of developing countries were oil importers. Instead it united them more strongly than before pursuit of a New International Economic Order’.
71 More specifically, the terms of trade between primary commodities and manufactured goods will strongly shift in favour of the latter so that any ton of raw material (from developing countries) will be able to buy increasingly fewer manufactured goods (from developed countries). See Singer, Hans W. ‘The New International Economic Order: An Overview’. Journal of Modern African Studies 16 (1978), 539–548.

The obvious inadequacy of the traditional conception of State sovereignty as set down in 1945 in the Charter of the United Nations, becomes manifest. This conception, defined in terms of political factors to the exclusion of economic considerations, has made it possible to confer on a new State the visible and external signs of its sovereignty—a flag, a national anthem, and a seat in the United Nations—while the reality of power resides elsewhere.\footnote{Bedjaoui, Towards a New International Economic Order 1979 (n. 50), 81.}

During UNCTAD’s third meeting in Santiago de Chile in 1972, Mexican President Luis Echeverría then proposed that a Charter of the Economic Rights and Duties of States should be developed to deal with these main issues through
international law. A working group was quickly established to that effect and President Echeverría went to great lengths in securing political support.

At the end of 1973 the oil crises further increased a sense of material prowess on the part of developing countries to accompany the power of new ideas. For the first time, Western countries felt a sense of vulnerability and at least for a moment they did not find a winning strategy to counter the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the oil embargo that the organization imposed in the wake of the Arab-Israeli war. Between October 1973 and January 1974 oil prices rose by 400%, creating social unrest and political turmoil. Whereas the food crises in 1972, when the price of cereal quadrupled, once more underlined developing countries’ dependence, the oil crisis of the following year provided the first evidence of genuine interdependence.

The oil crises, and the relative unity among developing countries grouped in the G77, contributed to a sense of possibility. In addition, the monetary pillar of the post-war economic architecture had collapsed with the end of the gold standard in 1971. Change was in the air.

The push to effect change in global economic relations peaked around 1974. In April, the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order and the Programme of Action were adopted at the Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly (GA) without a vote. Algerian President Boumedienne was the first plenary speaker, highlighting the urgency and gravity of the issue:

In the eyes of the vast majority of humanity it is an (economic) order that is as unjust and as outdated as the colonial order to which it owes its origin and its substance. Inasmuch as it is maintained and consolidated and therefore thrives by virtue of a process which continually impoverishes the poor and enriches the rich, this economic order constitutes the major obstacle standing in the way of any hope of development and progress for all the countries in the Third World.

77 On President Echeverría’s efforts see the observations by the Dutch Permanent Representations from 9 May 1973, ‘The Mexican President is on World Tour—Analysis’, Inv. No. 1750.
78 Toye, ‘Assessing the G77’ 2014 (n. 69), 1764; Cox, ‘Ideologies’ 1979 (n. 45), 263.
79 Bedjaoui, Towards a New International Economic Order 1979 (n. 50), 13.
80 Ibid., 246, critiquing the concept of interdependence for typically shielding unilateral dependence.
When US President Ford spoke in the regular session of the GA in the same year, he certainly chose a different vocabulary; but he too embraced international cooperation:

The economy is under unprecedented stress. We need new approaches to international cooperation to respond effectively. Developing and developed countries, market and non-market economies—we are all part of one interdependent economic system. The food and oil crises demonstrate the extent of our interdependence. Many developing nations need the food surplus of a few developed nations and many industrialized nations need the oil production of a few developing nations.82

The West not only felt its vulnerability for the first time. It was also ill prepared to cope with this situation while it had underestimated the unity and drive of developing countries.83 According to Clyde Ferguson, Head of the US delegation to ECOSOC, ‘[t]he Sixth Special Session of the General Assembly was an unmitigated debacle for the United States and the first world’.84 Ferguson saw that the reasons for this debacle ‘lay not only in miscalculations of the intentions of the third world, despite the clear signal emanating from Algiers, but also in certain Western attitudes about the role of the third world in global economics’85.

During the GA’s regular session in December 1974, the CERDS was adopted with 120 to six votes, with ten abstentions.86 Still in 1973 the Dutch representation in New York had not expected the working group ‘to publish a draft-charter in the foreseeable future ... [I]t believes that the chances are remote that a worldwide economic charter will ever be published’.87 Apparent success created momentum and perceptions of possibility.

---

84 Ibid.
85 Ibid.
When opening the debates, the Argentinean delegate, Mr Ortiz de Rozas, avowed that the Charter ‘is an instrument of economic international law, a branch of law in which there is considerable creative momentum because it reflects urgent needs felt by both Governments and peoples’.\(^{88}\) The Chinese delegate, Mr Hsien-wu Chang, stated that ‘[t]he adoption of the Charter will demonstrate once again that the struggle of the third-world countries in defence of political independence and for economic liberation is an irresistible historical trend’.\(^{89}\) While seeing the need for further steps, Mr Sharaf from Jordan likewise averred that the CERDS provides ‘the formula for an irreversible future evolution’.\(^{90}\)

International legal scholars sympathetic to the demands of developing countries flanked the political developments. In his epochal *Towards a New International Economic Order*, Mohammed Bedjaoui writes that ‘consider[ing] the long-term ... steady progress of mankind, there is no escaping the conclusion that the advent of a new international economic order is inevitable’.\(^{91}\) Of course, outward confidence in the possibility of change is an essential part of political and argumentative strategy: it has to be possible! But the sheer depth of the economic crisis in world society reassured Bedjaoui and others that things would change in the immediate future.

Would UNGA resolutions change the reality of global economic relations? After affirming that the CERDS will form part of an ‘irresistible historical trend’, the Chinese delegate continued that ‘[e]xperience tells us that the Charter ... will still be only a text on paper. Unremitting struggles will have to be waged before its correct provisions can be translated into reality’.\(^{92}\) This is where a sense of possibility, sustained by upward momentum, makes way for sobering assessments. As Margot Salomon asked recently: ‘Why have attempts to bring development aspirations to bear on international law over a period of 50 years come to far less than any reasonable person would hope?’\(^{93}\)


\(^{89}\) A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 46.


\(^{92}\) A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 47. See also Mr Hashmi, India, A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 3: ‘we welcome this Charter as one more step towards a more orderly and just economic order in the world’.

\(^{93}\) Salomon, ‘From NIEO to now’ 2013 (n. 50), 31.
3.3 The Limits of Success: Determining Factors

3.3.1 Confrontation and Countermoves

It is clear that the CERDS was opposed by a small group of Western states and the power of developing countries’ numbers remained at odds with the power of developed countries’ purses. After the vote on the CERDS in the Second Committee, US Ambassador John A. Scali first recalled his earlier words of caution against ‘adopting one sided, unrealistic, resolutions that cannot be implemented’. He then added that

[t]he most meaningful test of whether the Assembly has succeeded in ... bridging the difference among member states is not whether a majority can be mobilized behind any single draft resolution, but whether those states whose cooperation is vital to implement a decision will support it in fact ... [W]hen the rule of the majority becomes the tyranny of the majority, the minority will cease to respect or obey it....

Focusing further on the power of the minority in this case, Ambassador Scali noted that the six countries opposing the CERDS, together with the ten countries who abstained, supply 95% of the UN budget. Without finding an arrangement that would include this group of states, no change would be forthcoming.

Many other delegates expressed their regret that no consensus could be reached. Some were of the opinion that wider agreement could have been gained with more time. Mr Rougé from France thus deplored the ‘abrupt ending of the negotiations’ and Mr Temboury from Spain noted that ‘we should not have gone too fast’. According to the delegate from Fiji, Mr Kacimaiwai, the CERDS ‘would indeed be a Magna Carta in the sphere of international economic relations and social co-operation if it were accepted in a genuine consensus by all States Members’.

Many delegations paid their tribute to the Mexican President Luis Echeverría as the initiator of the CERDS. When Mr Rabas of the Mexican delegation then

94 Toye, ‘Assessing the G77’ 2014 (n. 69), 1761, referring to US representative Richard N. Gardner, who asserted that the top six countries accounted for 70% of world trade and should not be outvoted by a majority.
95 Ibid.
96 Ibid.
97 See the statement by Mr Hays from Canada, A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 118.
100 A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 29.
took the floor he strongly challenged the resistance of the small group of states against the Charter. Echoing the words of the US Ambassador Scali, he argued that ‘the “tyranny of the majority”, if indeed it exists, is a bad thing, but the tyranny of the minority is even worse’.101 A tyranny of the minority was precisely what existed during the early years of the UN when a few states determined the destiny of the word, according to Mr Rabas. He argued that those few states now wished to resist the overwhelming will of the vast majority, obstructing the progressive change of international economic relations.102

3.3.2 The International Protection of Foreign Investments

It is as true as it is trivial that the NIEO would have maintained a different, stronger momentum if the CERDS, or a slightly modified version of it, had been backed by the consensus of all states. Under which conditions could it have received that backing? The main contentious issue at the heart of the NIEO and of the CERDS was nationalization and the degree of investment protection. Whereas the 1962 PSNR Resolution still provided that expropriated owners shall be paid ‘appropriate compensation … in accordance with international law’, the CERDS no longer makes any reference to international law on that matter.103 Instead it states in para. 2(c) that

appropriate compensation should be paid by the State adopting such measures, taking into account its relevant laws and regulations and all circumstances that the State considers pertinent. In any case where the question of compensation gives rise to a controversy, it shall be settled under the domestic law of the nationalizing State and by its tribunals....

Most developed states had tried to amend this provision to reassert that the standard for appropriate compensation must be determined by international law, but their amendments were repeatedly rejected. A large part of diplomacy focused on precisely this issue.104 In articulating its position towards the

104 The summary by the Mexican delegate, Mr Rabas, is correct: ‘natural resources, foreign investments, and nationalization … were the most controversial issues throughout the deliberations’, A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 160. See the report of the Dutch delegation (‘Delegatieverslag 17’) of 20 April 1974, Inv. No. 804; Letter from Dutch Foreign Ministry to the Permanent Representation in New York, 3 October 1974, Inv. No. 1750; Memorandum of the European Economic Community, 11 November 1974, Inv. No. 1750.
Charter, the US started out by highlighting that the Charter’s treatment of foreign investors was ‘unacceptable’.\(^{105}\) Delegates whose countries had voted against the CERDS explained their position mostly with this specific fault. Even those who voted in favour agreed that this issue was overly divisive, preventing the Charter from being adopted by consensus.\(^{106}\)

The fact that the missing reference to international law in the determination of compensation dominated the diplomatic exchanges about the Charter among Western capitals is remarkable first of all as it is a rather specific point against the wide canvas of issues with which the NIEO started. Issues of debt relief are mentioned in passing, if at all. The crucial point of deteriorating terms of trade likewise fell by the wayside. The Charter provides that ‘[a]lI States have the duty to co-operate in achieving adjustments in the prices of exports of developing countries in relation to prices of their imports so as to promote just and equitable terms of trade for them’ (Art. 28). But with the exception of Art. 2 on the protection of foreign investors, Western countries did not deem any of the other articles as overly problematic so as to warrant their attention and concerted reaction. At most they pointed out that provisions such as Art. 28 beg many questions and are next to impossible to implement.\(^{107}\)

At the same time, the missing reference to international law in Art. 2(c) is certainly no marginal matter and the fact that this was the principal element to which many Western delegations objected is indicative of a fundamental opposition that would have been hard to overcome: Western delegations saw it as an established rule of international law that any act of nationalization requires the payment of compensation as determined by international law. Newly independent and non-aligned states contested this rule as a symptomatic example of an international legal obligation in whose making they did not have a say. If they conceded that such a rule existed, it surely would have to change. In the words of the Mexican delegate Mr Rabas, the resistance to such change by some Western states ‘is an alarming symptom of neo-colonialism’.\(^{108}\) At issue was the legitimacy of the international law of the past—imbued by colonial domination and great power politics—and the possibility of some change in international law.

For developing countries, it was clear that the NIEO would require change in international law. To the extent that developed countries signed up to parts


\(^{106}\) See, e.g., the statement by Mr Kacimawai from Fiji, A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 30.

\(^{107}\) See the statement by Mr Rydback from Sweden, A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 61; by Mr Hays from Canada, A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 138.

of the NIEO’s ambitions, they were ready to pursue them within the existing framework of international law.\(^\text{109}\) As I will continue to show in Section 4, this was also the key consideration that held back the Dutch government which was otherwise exceptionally sympathetic to the demands of the NIEO. The fallout over Art. 2(c) testifies to a fundamental opposition on a key issue—investment protection—and a structural question—change within or beyond the existing legal framework.

Could this opposition have been bridged? If anything, more time would have further weakened developing countries’ position. The stronger reason for NIEO’s limited success lies in the fact that the developing countries’ side in this opposition started to crumble due to individual defections, diverging interests, and the rising power of neo-liberal thinking. Relatively weak leadership in the G77 might also have played a role.\(^\text{110}\) Meanwhile, developing countries’ opposition to the international legal protection of foreign investments was overtaken by developments in the law that were carried through the practice of arbitral tribunals.

3.3.3 Defection, Divergence, and Economic Development

In the historical constellation of the NIEO, the unified opposition by developing countries was troubled by the most classic of collective action problems: they would probably have been better off if they had stuck together, but in the meantime, they were each better off individually if they defected from the common programme, or so it seemed. While developing countries by and large rejected the international legal protection of foreign investments at the UN, they started to individually sign bilateral investment treaties that ensured precisely that protection. Even at the UN some developing countries tried to better their individual positions, wishing to attract investment for them rather than their neighbour. When voting on the CERDS in 1974, some developing country representatives already voiced their concern that Art. 2(c) would send the wrong message to foreign investors. Mr Awang of Malaysia thus declared that

Malaysia has an active policy of wooing foreign investment and has entered into a number of bilateral and multilateral investment guarantee agreements. Although we voted in favour of paragraph 2(c) ... our action


should not be considered as a departure from our policy on foreign investment and our commitments.\textsuperscript{111}

A few others chimed in. According to the Jordanian delegate ‘[t]he positive side of foreign investment must be realized ... foreign investors must be given sufficient guarantees’. While the G77 showed remarkable unity during the work on the CERDS, these statements signal individual defection.

More generally, interests among developing countries increasingly differed. Whereas they used to converge in the 1950s on shared interests in the modernization of agriculture, the establishment of a manufacturing base and a consolidation of the export market, they now created diverging demands for international economic law, drastically so by the time of the debt crises in South America and Africa in the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{112}

In addition to individual defections and diverging interests, the developing countries' position was more generally overtaken by a specifically neo-liberal way of thinking about economic development which ultimately undid all conflict between the capital-exporting North and the capital-importing South of the time.\textsuperscript{113} In 1974 it was still a delegate from a Western country who articulated this way of thinking most powerfully. In the debates following the adoption of the CERDS, Mr Hays from Canada explained that

\begin{quote}
[t]he reason why my delegation attaches such importance to [art. 2(c)]
is that, if we are to achieve and maintain the equitable distribution of the world's wealth which this Charter is intended to promote, a significant flow of private capital from developed to developing countries in the form of investment will be required. This movement of capital will take place only in conditions which provide at least a certain degree of security— which cannot possibly exist if the rule of law is rejected.\textsuperscript{114}
\end{quote}

This narrative gained increasing currency and advanced in mutual support with changing conceptions of economic development.\textsuperscript{115} Robert Cox was right in his 1979 overview in arguing that ‘[s]o long as [the less favoured] ac-

\begin{footnotes}
\item[112] Faundez, ‘Between Bandung and Doha’ 2017 (n. 60); Toye, ‘Assessing the G77’ 2014 (n. 69).
\item[114] A/PV.2315 and Corr. 1, para. 130.
\end{footnotes}
quiesce in the dominant mode of thought, their demands are likely to be reconcilable within the existing system of power'. Looking back more recently, Sundhya Pahuja has shown how neo-liberal thinking took hold and worked its way through the World Bank and into the development discourse and the positions of developing countries. Also Balakrishnan Rajagopal and Umut Öszu ascribe the NIEO’s demise to its failure to break with the rationale of foreign-led and market-driven economic development. For Tony Anghie it was more specifically the insufficient attention that developing countries and Third World approaches to international law paid to the regulation of the private sphere that would weaken the impact of their efforts. On his account, ‘the Third World initiative was unable to expand its reach to regulate power within the private sphere—in particular, the activities of corporations and the vision of property, contract, and economic relations that they furthered.’

The way in which domestic concession agreements were turned into internationalized contracts or, in other words, into economic development agreements clearly shows the advance of a neo-liberal conception of economic development and how it took hold in the specific field of international investment protection. Arbitral practice and scholarship supported each other in arguing that the international legal protection of foreign investments was necessary for those investments to flow and that such protection was thus also in the interest of developing countries. The seminal Texaco arbitral award put it clearly, citing the earlier award in Sapphire: there is a ‘new category of agreements between States and private persons: economic development agreements’. Economic development agreements

119 Anghie, ‘Legal Aspects of the New International Economic Order’ 2015 (n. 50), 146. See also Gilman, ‘The New International Economic Order’ 2015 (n. 1), 8: ‘What succeeded NIEO was not more state power in the south but rather the emergence of new centers of private authority’.
120 See also Sornarajah, Muthucumaraswamy. Resistance and Change in the International Law on Foreign Investment (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015).
bring to developing countries investments and technical assistance, particularly in the field of research and exploitation of mineral resources ... Thus, they assume a real importance in the development of the country where they are performed ...  

Protecting foreign investments through international law and international arbitration is thus indispensable for foreign companies, since these companies undergo very considerable risks in bringing financial and technical aid to countries in the process of development. It is in the interest of both parties to such agreements that any disputes between them should be settled according to the general principles universally recognized and should not be subject to the particular rules of national laws.  

Aaron Broches, General Counsel of the World Bank and first Secretary General of the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), leaned on this way of thinking in his advocacy for the ICSID Convention. In his Hague lectures of 1972, he summarizes that ‘[i]t is beyond doubt that fear of political risks operates as a deterrent to the flow of private foreign capital to developing countries. The World Bank therefore considered it appropriate to explore whether it could make a contribution to an improvement in the investment climate’. And the best response to political risks was to conclude bilateral investment treaties so as to ‘ensure that arbitration agreements voluntarily entered into would be implemented’. Of course, what looked like a political risk for foreign investors looked like an expression of economic sovereignty for developing countries. But the dominant idea of development sustained the presumption that developing countries’ enlightened self-interest would direct them towards an embrace of international legal protection for foreign investment, their initial resistance notwithstanding.


122 Texaco, Merits (n. 121), para. 45.
125 Ibid., 345.
Political debates and scholarship then repeatedly showed how actual resistance was turned into an emotional, irrational reaction, in contrast to sober economic reasoning that informs enlightened interest. According to the Dutch Office of the Legal Adviser in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, developing countries’ resistance to the international legal protection of foreign investments ‘will be primarily emotional in nature, and therefore all the more difficult to fight with reasonable arguments’.\textsuperscript{126} Arbitral practice and scholarship gradually supported the role of international law in the protection of investment, seeing the only reason for a close consideration of the law of the host state to be part of an attempt to avoid offending the sensibilities of that state.\textsuperscript{127} Reason was with the West, emotions with the rest. The neo-liberal conception of economic development gained hold in large parts of the World Bank and in the field of investment arbitration, in some institutional isolation from opposing views that continued to prevail at UNCTAD. It expanded from there to eventually also sweep over most of the UN.\textsuperscript{128} By then the NIEO’s political momentum was lost and the opportunity for a different course of international law had been missed.

4 What Could Have Been?

With regard to the key issue of international investment protection, the NIEO hardly left a mark. If anything, it increased the need that investors and many government representatives of developed countries felt for the protection of foreign investments. Could international law have taken a different turn in these times of the NIEO? What was possible, to which degree? I engage in this renewed appreciation of possibilities of the past through the perspective of the Dutch government and by focusing on the crucial moment of adopting the CERDS. This perspective recommends itself above all because with the change towards the progressive cabinet of premier Den Uyl in 1973, the Dutch government was exceptionally sympathetic towards the NIEO. Its political will can expose the constraints that existed and the possibilities \textit{vel non} for overcoming
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them. I am mindful of the risk that, by adopting this perspective, I withdraw international lawmaking from its broader social dynamics that lie beyond and outside and the halls of foreign ministries and beyond the channels of diplomacy.  

When newly independent and non-aligned states pushed the issues of economic self-determination, permanent sovereignty and foreign investment protection onto the agenda at the UN in the end of the 1950s, the Dutch government at first maintained a skeptical and adverse posture, as did its peers. Dutch representatives saw the UN Commission on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources as a ‘the rampant attempt of a large group of Afro-Asian, communist, and some Latino countries to grant the right of self-determination a limitless and one-sided status’, directed against Western powers and against the international protection of foreign investments. In the late 1950s the Dutch government was also engaged in a squabble with Indonesia over the nationalization of Dutch-owned enterprises after independence, arguing with vehemence that the nationalizations violated well-received standards of international law.  

As the draft for the PSNR Resolution became more balanced and included—due to the advocacy of the US, above all—the international protection of foreign investments, the Netherlands accepted it. It thereby also wished to fend off more radical proposals by the Soviet Union. But Dutch companies, especially Royal Dutch Petroleum (‘Shell’), were on their guard. The director of Shell paid a visit to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to urge the Dutch government not to jeopardize the strong international legal protection of foreign investments. For Shell, even the PSNR Resolution went too far. The Dutch government still

129 For Falk as for Rajagopal possibilities for change really lie in these social dynamics, especially in the greater mobilization of societies in developed countries for the causes of the global South. That may be the case, but it is also a very remote possibility, also on their account. Rajagopal, *International Law from Below* 2003 (n. 38). For a critique of ‘law office history’ see also Bederman, David J. ‘Foreign Office International Legal History’. In *Time, History and International Law*, eds. Matthew Craven, Malgosia Fitzmaurice and Maria Vogiatzi (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff, 2007), 43.  

130 Letter from The Hague, ‘Dienst Internationale Organisaties’ (DIO), to the Dutch Permanent Representation in The Hague, 13 May 1959, Inv. No. 1624. The Commission was established on 12 December 1958 by resolution 1314 (XIII).  


thought that ‘a fair balance was achieved,’ which would only be more difficult to strike further down the line: ‘[W]ith the passing of time, the number of underdeveloped nations grows. They will then want to reel in a much larger bounty than the present draft resolution.’ Damage control, not idealism, was the leading consideration.

The Dutch position changed when Jan Pronk moved from the opposition into government to become the Minister for Development Cooperation in 1973. Speaking at ECOSOC in the same year, Pronk held that: ‘[r]eal improvement will be possible only by change in the structural relations that exist between the rich and the poor nations, or, in other words, we should aim at achieving real freedom of the Third World.’ These were not hollow words for an audience that liked to hear them. Pronk instructed the Dutch representation in New York to ‘identify with the position of less well-endowed peoples and individuals. Also measures which can lead to a more equal participation of developing nations in international affairs will be supported by the Netherlands.’ In contrast to other Western countries, the Netherlands supported a legally binding CERDS.

The key question remained how a right to nationalize could be squared with the protection of foreign investments. Newly independent and non-aligned states surely opposed investors’ protection under international law and through international arbitral processes. It is quite right, as the Dutch Office of the Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (JURA) put it, that in this context ‘developing countries are allergic to the term “international law”, stating that it is a “European” legal system which has been forced upon them.’

The Dutch delegation had in fact agreed with the formulation in the Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order at the GA’s Sixth Special Session, which did not include any reference to the international legal protection of foreign investments. According to JURA

133 Letter from the Dutch Permanent Representation in New York to The Hague, 10 December 1962, Inv. No. 1624.
134 Statement by Mr Schumann, Dutch Permanent Representative at the UN, 23 November 1962, Inv. No. 1624.
135 In 1973 Jan Pronk also became Alternate Governor at World Bank (until 1977). In 1980 he left national politics to become Deputy Secretary-General of UNCTAD (until 1986). Between 1977 and 1983 he was also a Member of the Independent Commission on International Development Issues (Brandt Commission). See http://www.janpronn.nl/curriculum-vitae.html (last accessed 16 May 2017).
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Histories of the NIEO and the Travails of Critique


The politics of the Netherlands is aimed at understanding the problems and sensitivities of the developing countries, and from this point of view the Dutch delegation has, for political reasons and without interpretative explanation, agreed to the formulation of the paragraph concerning nationalization ..., where the right to nationalize was listed without further clauses.139

However, still according to JURA,

developed counties will have to insist—as far as this office is concerned—on the further clauses. This may happen in two ways, either with a general reference to international law, or by naming the international conditions for nationalization: a public goal, non-discrimination, and ‘prompt, effective and adequate’ compensation.140

The inertia of the law is remarkable. JURA notes ‘political reasons’ in a dismissive fashion. Political meddling troubles the long-held legal doctrine. In the debates about the CERDS, the government then reaffirmed its positive stance towards the NIEO and the Charter.141 It did not want to jeopardize the NIEO by voting against the Charter.142 At the same time, its own legal doctrine, and the pressure from its peers, did not allow it to vote in favour either. The US delegation in particular was adamant that it would be unacceptable to mention the issue of nationalization, let alone mentioning a right to nationalize, without also referring to adequate compensation.143

Not only for Pronk, but also for the Dutch Foreign Minister, Max van der Stoel, the Charter was ‘an important element in the structure of a new economic world order’.144 And yet, in spite of the strong support for the NIEO, a vote in favour of the Charter was not an option. The Office of the Legal Adviser did its part, peer pressure did the rest.145 Abstention is all that remained for the Dutch delegation. And even that abstention caused a great deal of trouble. The other members of the European Economic Community were not pleased and

139 Memo from JURA to DIO, 24 July 1974, Inv. No. 22027 (underlining as in the original).
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145 Wiebe Hommes and I did not find references to a renewed intervention by business representatives, as was well documented during the drafting of the PSNR Resolution when the Director of Shell intervened, above note 132.
even considered bringing the Netherlands before the Court of Justice of the European Communities for not following the EEC line, although this step was never taken.146

Had the Dutch delegation voted in favour of the CERDS, it would not have changed the world. But possibilities for the NIEO’s greater success were shaped to a large degree by the opposition to the CERDS, and Dutch diplomacy offers a pathway into that opposition, and into the constraints that would have had to be overcome. More than anything else, this perspective highlights the difficulties for arguing that different outcomes were possible in this part of international law’s past.

5 Conclusion: Nostalgia or Normative Surplus?

Claiming that international law could have been otherwise is an essential part of critical thinking. In this posture, the shape in which we find international law today becomes a possibility, rather than a necessity. Possibly it could have turned out differently. The course of international law and its present manifestation are stripped of their destiny.147 This does not instantly change the way in which the law governs at present, how it distributes wealth, power and opportunities. But it contributes to turning the law from a fateful object into a strategic subject on a terrain of struggle.148

What is possible, and what is not, are also products of this posture. It thus makes good sense to maintain the claim to contingency even in the face of seeming impossibility, and especially if reality looks so bleak. At present, international economic law is part of a world in which the richest 20% hold 94% of

146 Letter from Brussels to The Hague, 10 December 1974, Inv. No. 22027. The basis would have been art. 5 EEC Treaty.
147 See Bevir, ‘What is Genealogy?’ 2008 (n. 19), 271, placing emphasis on how genealogy works as a denaturalizing critique.
all wealth and consume 80% of all resources. The question thus suggests itself: how could it have been otherwise? And that is mainly a historical question.

Tasked with regaining a sense of the possibilities of the past, international legal history tries to understand what could have happened and why something has happened rather than something else. The critical posture in fact reflects a duality of thinking—thinking in terms of possibilities and thinking that possibilities are not evenly distributed. The terrain of struggle is not even. Some actors and some arguments win more easily and others tend to lose.

The resurging interest in the NIEO is mostly driven by the first dimension of thinking, aimed at recovering possibilities in order to open up the present and future. The debates of the NIEO do have that potential. They offer an uplifting experience due to the contrast that they provide with the much paler debates in the more recent past. At the same time, a renewed appreciation of this part of international law’s past shows the significant difficulties for arguing that another path could have been charted for international law around that time. In fact, if the prevailing interest is in seeing what else could have happened around the 1970s, then the experience of returning to the NIEO is rather disappointing.

What were the possibilities of a different course of action at the time? While the context for action was marked by political confrontation, it also lacked institutional avenues for turning the will of a large majority into international law. With great frustration did the Mexican delegate speak of the ‘tyranny of the minority’. Which other choices were possible, and would possibly have made a difference? The difficulties of the Dutch government in the crucial years of 1973 and 1974 testified to the inertia of international law. The government’s action in furtherance of the NIEO and CERDS were dismissed in internal debates as being of a political nature only. They were contrasted with the calm rationality of international law as it had arguably already developed in the preceding years. How to think about the possibility of a different law in this context? Developed countries then withdrew from political fora altogether to act via specialized institutions and via technical expertise instead. Then as
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now, the most important decisions in international economic governance are not taken in political fora, but in the expert groups and committees of the international financial institutions.  

It seems that the recent returns to the NIEO show a good deal of nostalgia, which has in turn lead to an exaggeration of the possibilities of the past. But there is also a different way of reading the NIEO and the renewed interest that it has found. This alternative reading sees the renewed attention for the NIEO as a tribute to the normative surplus of those past debates. The normative surplus refers to the claims of social practices that are not yet absorbed by society but that have left a mark on discursive structures. One could call it the generation of normativity, even if the practices did not lead to many tangible changes in international law. Speaking of the normative surplus of the debates places emphasis on their continuous potentiality, not the least to contribute to international legal change.

While predominantly interested in recovering a sense of possibility, recent turns toward the NIEO also aspire to correct the collective memory of what actually happened then, and since then. Rather than a simple failure, according to this strand, the NIEO did have an impact that continues to be reflected in specific fields of international law and in questions of a more general purport. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) is a case in point, especially with its provisions on technology transfer and the ‘equitable sharing of financial and other economic benefits derived from activities in the Area’. What is more, especially in recent debates about land-grabbing, the idea of permanent sovereignty over natural resources has retained its importance in international legal discourse. On a much more general level, Samuel

---


Moyn has credited the NIEO with successfully raising issues of justice globally, and with thereby pushing the philosophical discourse ahead. Quoting Theodor W. Adorno, Moyn notes that ‘philosophy lives on because the moment to realize it was missed’. Even if the NIEO did not leap towards a more just world in the 1970s, it continues to influence the ways in which questions of justice are approached.

The normative surplus of the NIEO sustains and permeates present debates about international economic justice. A project long believed dead breathes new life as it shows its unrealized potential. For that to work, we do not need to regain a sense of the possibility of different outcomes. We need to keep alive the potentiality of the debates. Writing histories of the NIEO has an uptake that still goes further than providing a reminder of the breadth and intensity of those debates. Significant change is possible when a previously dominant rationality is widely exposed as ideology. It then belongs to the past and the present is freed from it. The writing of legal history should also support that realization. Reviving the memory of the NIEO as well as the reasons for its failure may well be one of the strongest cases in point.
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